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These sessions were gathered to capture what a drummer needs to sound absolutely perfect. Every kick, snare, cymbal and more, can be simulated with utmost detail and played at the highest
level. To give you the sound of the real thing, the ultra-numerous raw drum clips were mixed in meticulously recorded drum booths with a blank drumhead. In this way, you can hear more character,

body and expression of the individual drums. Obviously, every drum was recorded with the best miking techniques and the snare with a professional rack tom. During the mixdown process, each
drum was recorded with a different mic, room and head combination to preserve the uniqueness of the drum recordings. Allaire Studios, along with many other well-known studios, are home to

some of the best-known drummers in the world. For over 35 years, Kevin Eubanks (Miles Davis, Aretha Franklin, Alicia Keys) has been capturing sessions at Avatar Studios, where he can work side
by side with the industry's elite. And Matt McAndrew (Beyoncé, Mariah Carey) has captured his sessions at the Hit Factory, where he helped define the classic New York rhythm tracks that still
inspire drummers today. In total, you get approximately 300 GB of raw, unprocessed drum sounds captured in meticulous detail in three essentially different drum rooms, each with their own

distinguishable characteristics. The studio recordings at Avatar Studios and The Hit Factory also include expertly mixed and mastered drum performances and the unique and exclusive sounds of
these two studios. With over 100 GB of exclusive studio sessions, Avatar Studios is home to one of the greatest drumming families in the world, including Kevin Eubanks, Matt McAndrew, Greg

Porter, John Robinson and many more.
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the drum room at avatar has a total of nine 10"x8" rack units, including a snare, two rack toms, a floor tom, a 7"x7" kick drum and a 13"x5" floor tom. this gives you plenty of room to experiment
and create the drum parts that you want. this is where the raw, unprocessed power of superior drummer 3 comes into play. the room can also be configured in a variety of configurations, allowing

you to use the racks as your main set up or as a complement to a drum kit. magnet link magnet:xt=urn:btih:e087941bb0488142678d5c1c61dcbefe175b1a72&dn=toontrack%20superior%20drumm
er%202%20v2.4.1%20incl.%20patch%20and%20keygen-r2r%20%5batom%5d&tr=udp%3a%2f%2ftracker.coppersurfer.tk%3a6969%2fannounce&tr=udp%3a%2f%2f9.rarbg.me%3a2900%2fannoun

ce&tr=udp%3a%2f%2f9.to%3a2980%2fannounce&tr=udp%3a%2f%2ftracker.opentrackr.org%3a1337&tr=udp%3a%2f%2ftracker.leechers-paradise.org%3a6969%2fannounce recorded in the
renowned avatar studios and featuring several vintage and custom kits, this session is best described as a prequel to the much praised core library in toontracks award-winning superior drummer,
also recorded in avatar studios and by the same team, engineer duo neil dorfsman and pat thrall together with drummer nir z. avatar studios is known for having one of the worlds finest acoustic

environments for recording and has won several industry awards. since its inception in the 1970s, its hosted bands and artists like aerosmith, bon jovi, journey, kings of leon and the clash. the
drums were recorded through a neve 8068 console and signal chains of modern and vintage studio gear by an engineer / drummer team that has decades worth of experience behind the console

and in the tracking room. between them, they have worked with artists covering the whole gamut of genres, from classic rock (kiss, meatloaf, bruce springsteen) to soul (joss stone, john mayer) and
modern pop (beyonc, katy perry). feature spotlight recorded in the legendary avatar studios in new york city 18 gb of raw, unprocessed drum sounds recorded through neve, pultec and gml signal

chains three (3) full kits (ludwig, slingerland, rogers) and additional snares several setups of different cymbals included midi library played by session drummer nir z included presets for instant mix-
ready sounds 5ec8ef588b
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